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major learning tools, you have every chance of
returning to a thoroughly receptive childlike
learning state.

A child's use of imitation is often so extensive
that he takes on the role of the person he
copies. The adult who will dare to try this may
well find his method improving dramatically.

The adult pupil who is not a student of 'the golf-
ing mind' is likely to be hampered in his progress
at golf by the first problem - the overlearning
trap. As we have seen, both he and the game pos-
sess several qualities which tend to steer him
towards this trap. He may be totally unaware of
the 'perfect strike' problem, may totally reject any
ideas of simplicity to counter his inbuilt fears of
failure, and may well adopt a linguistic approach
to analysis rather than relying on imitation.

The very nature of the game combined with
adult learning problems so easily leads to making
the swing far too complex.. If you can persuade
yourself to believe in the simplicity of the swing
technique, it will enable you to concentrate on the
complexity of the shotmaking and scoring
aspects of the game. If, on the other hand, you like
to look at the swing as being a complex system of
intricate movements, then the swing will become
difficult and you will have little chance to concen-
trate on overall performance.

One of the great problems in teaching golf is
that many pupils look for far too much complex-
ity in the swing and don't allow the natural
movements to take place. Any movement can be
broken down excessively and made to appear dif-
ficult. If it is broken down in this way, the coordi-
nation of the various parts of the body tends to
be lost, and so too do fluidity and naturalness.
Take any simple movement - using a knife and
fork, for example - and examine this in detail.
Notice the way in which the hands coordinate,
one with the other, the way in which the elbows
bend and the way in which the fork is carefully

steered towards the mouth, even though the
position of the head may change. Without
doubt, if you began to analyse all the separate
movements involved in this and began to
describe each movement, logging the way in
which it corresponded with every other move-
ment, the whole coordinated system would break
down. Try it for yourself and you'll see the prob-
lem. Similarly, analyse yourself walking down a
flight of stairs or doing any other fairly straightfor-
ward movement and you will see the problems that
immediately result from delving too deeply into the
actions involved.

Much the same thing happens with the golf
swing. Many golfers begin to look for too much
detail right from the beginning of their experi-
ence with the game, almost certainly because
they are unable to cope with the accuracy of
contact. Instead of appreciating that a faulty
shot is probably just bad contact through lack of
experience, most golfers immediately imagine
that the problem must lie in the technique they
are using and the overall pattern of the swing.
This encourages a tendency to break the swing
down into far too many pieces, making the
whole thing much too difficult, rather than going
to the heart of the matter and developing a good
contact.

Any simple movement can be made difficult if you
analyse it enough.



Beyond the beginner's stage, many club
golfers and a large number of professionals tend
to have the same problems. Instead of looking at
the golf swing as merely a way of moving the
club head through the correct path, many golfers
forget the club head and try to analyse every
minute detail of the swing. It is very often diffi-
cult for the teacher to resist the pupil's attempts
to extract excessive information about the tech-
nique involved. The pupil will repeatedly ask
'What do I do with my wrists?', 'How should my
right arm move?', and so on, instead of relying
on the fact that the body will to a great extent

Concentrate like Greg Norman on
swinging the clubhead on the correct
path and to a great extent the natural
co-ordination of the body will
produce the right movements. Most
adult pupils resist all attempts at a
simple approach and search for so

# much irrelevant information that
natural coordination is lost.

move in sympathy with the clubhead if the pupil
concentrates solely on swinging the club
through the right path. Since the body has an
inbuilt system of coordination, one movement
will usually be correctly offset by another move-
ment; in this way the movements will almost
always take the simplest and most efficient form.
It is difficult for the professional to ensure that
the pupil keeps this simple, uncluttered approach
to the game.

If the professional shows any reluctance
whatsoever at providing information about the
exact movements involved, the pupil usually feels



he is being fobbed off when he is told that everything
will fall into place if he concentrates on the points
the professional puts forward. The pupil is likely to
think either that the teacher lacks certain informa-
tion or even that he is trying to withhold some par-
ticular secret about success at the game.

The majority of the world's top teachers rely on a
relatively simple approach to the swing, leaving time
and space for concentrating on the shotmaking and
scoring aspects. The better a golf swing, the simpler
it generally looks - and, indeed, the simpler it usually
is. Tom Watson's swing, for example, appears to be
just two coordinated movements, a backswing and a
throughswing. Everything moves together, back and
then through. Improving and perfecting the golf
swing should entail creating simple, efficient move-
ments. Once the basic shape of a golf swing is
achieved, one can gradually work at reducing the
number of movements to find the simplest possible
and most durable swing. The fewer the number of
moving parts, the less there is to go wrong.

However, some pupils reject any form of simple
approach and crave too much information about the
swing and too little about the game. Unfortunately
there are some teachers who rely on their ability to
make the game over-complicated. Their approach
tends to be one of analysing the swing to such an
extent that they pride themselves on isolating more
minute particles in the swing than anyone else. To a
certain type of pupil this excessively theoretical
approach to the game has its attractions. The pupil
may feel secure in knowing that he has analysed,
with the professional's help, every single aspect of
the golf swing and the movement of every part of
the body at every moment in the swing. The profes-
sionals who do teach in this complicated, over-ana-
lytical way do nothing whatsoever for the pupil
except distort his natural coordination, give him a
swing which breaks down repeatedly and usually
leaves him so befuddled that performance on the
course deteriorates. Sadly this type of approach has
been the ruin of many a good young golfer.

Tom Watson showing the simplicity of a great golf swing,
swinging the club back and through with two perfectly
coordinated, efficient movements. The simpler the
better.
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Yet who can blame professionals who use this
type of ploy in their teaching? After all, many
pupils reject all ideas of simplicity and yearn for
excessive information and intricacy. If the pro
can persuade the pupil that he needs a lesson a
week for six months to straighten out his back-
swing - and that's if he started with a low hand-
icap already - who can blame him? It is a
never-ending source of revenue, for the pupil
possible becomes totally dependent on the profes-
sional and hooked for life!

Many adults are almost afraid of accepting
simplicity in case they then fail at something
which is acknowledged to be easy. They look
for too much complexity and detail from their
professional before being ready to cope with it.

The correct way of dealing with the intrica-
cies of the golf swing should not be to build the
swing together, piece by piece. The golf swing is
essentially a whole movement and must always be
seen as such. The movement takes only a couple of
seconds and requires coordination of the whole body.
The first approach must always be to adopt a
simplistic idea of the swing as a child would,
learning how to perfect contact. This basic swing
must be seen as the overall framework into
which all other information about the swing is
blended. The correct way of teaching the swing
is to enable the pupil to see the overall movement
and then to isolate any small detail which may
require development. Thus if we wanted to focus
attention on the top of the backswing we should
take this part out of the whole framework, work
at it for a fairly brief period of time, and then
relate it back to the whole swing before isolating
any other part. In this way the pupil retains the
overall idea of the swing and makes improve-
ments in relation to it.

Any teaching method which over-fragments the
swing is in many ways psychologically very clever
and yet from a performance point of view totally dis-
astrous. If the pupil starts by learning the take-
away in his first two or three lessons and then
moves on to the second small fragment of the

swing, he will immediately get a psychological
boost when the professional tells him he has
mastered the first stage and is ready for the next
piece of information. The pupil is immediately
encouraged by his success. He then learns the
second stage and is commended when he mas-
ters this. He feels tremendous progress when
week by week he is given a new piece of the
swing to master, little knowing that at the end of
the day the tiny pieces can never be blended
together satisfactorily and that he will always
have a golf swing which is formed of minute dis-
jointed movement. Instead of starting out with a
concept of the whole framework involved in the
swing, all he has is a picture of a lot of little dis-
jointed units. This type of golfer initially feels
that his lessons are a tremendous success
because he moves from stage to stage in this
way. Although one often sees pupils who are
taught like this and treat their teacher as a Sven-
gali who can do no wrong, they ultimately real-
ize the folly of this teaching method and rarely if
ever become good and certainly not top-class
golfers.

The golfer must be made aware that analysing
what happens in the golf swing and learning the golf
swing are two entirely different things. To some
extent club golfers have been led into making the
swing too complicated by those of us who teach
and write about the swing and by the very
sophisticated use of high-speed cameras. Either
through reading exceptionally detailed analyses
of the swing or by looking at a number of high-
speed photographs, the player is encouraged to
think of the swing as being many small pieces. If
he is not careful, he begins to analyse the various
positions of every part of the body stage by stage
in the swing, without appreciating that the parts
of the body naturally coordinate their move-
ments. If one took exactly the same approach
towards walking down a flight of stairs, the pupil
would find himself tumbling headlong. If he
began to look at the way in which the whole foot
hinged and moved, the knees bent, the arms
swung across the body or from side to side, and
the exact angle of the back, neck and head with
every step forward, the natural coordination and



Try to believe in the simplicity of the golf swing and
return to a childlike approach of imitation. Believe the
swing is simple and it will become simple, leaving time
to concentrate on shotmaking and scoring. Learning a
good golf swing is not dependent on analysing every
movement involved. Over-analysis of the actions tends
to inhibit the body's natural coordination. Remember
the magic word 'KISS' - 'Keep It Simple, Stupid'

balance would disintegrate. Exactly the same
happens at golf.

And yet I will repeat that at this stage there
will be many a reader who will be arguing
against this simple approach and attempting to
burden his mind with too much complexity. Why

The overlearning trap
DON'T assume your problems arise because
the swing is complex. Look first at the demands
of the perfect strike and master those.

DO dare to believe in simplicity.

DON'T say, if I can't do it, it must be difficult.

DO remember that the swing only takes a
couple of seconds and is so easy a young child
can do it.

DO remember that children learn by imitation
and adopt that as your learning tool. Learn like
a child.

DO remember that a good golf swing is simply
a way of moving the c1ubhead through the
desired path at speed.

DON'T equate analysis with learning.
Analysing everything that takes place in any
physical action does not aid learning; it
hampers coordination.

DO remember that the swing is only part of the
game. Focus your attentions equally on
shotmaking and scoring, seeing the
complexities in these.

indulge yourself in such thoughts? Why not
believe in the simplicity of the swing and return
to the childlike approach which you know in
your heart of hearts is the one to adopt?



-4-
The Power Game

Many books are written on the theory of striking
a golf ball, setting out to describe the basics and
advanced techniques of the swing for the golfer
of every standard. It is not proposed in this book
to tackle the physical technique of the swing in
exceptional detaiL since I believe the majority of
golfers benefit from adopting a far simpler view
of the golf swing than that with which they usu-
ally set out. This section therefore deals with the
long game, from start to finish, by examining
those aspects that usually produce conceptual
problems for the player. Most of the difficulties
that players encounter are caused by a failure to
under stand or totally wrong ideas rather than
by physical inability.

Before dealing with the basic mechanics of the
swing. I always like to ask the pupil what he or
she is aiming at in the golf swing. Many golfers
become so befuddled with theory right from their
initiation into the game that they never really
think what they are trying to do. Their mind is so
intent on keeping a straight left arm. or breaking
the wrists in a certain way, that they pay little
attention to the ultimate object of the swing.
Remember that the object of every shot in golf is to
strike the ball from A to B. This may seem a ridicu-
lously obvious remark. but many a golfer plays
almost every shot without having this objective
firmly in his mind.

You should be focusing on several specific
thoughts. First, and most important, you should
be aiming at swinging the club head in a circular
path. at speed. so that the bottom of the swing
coincides with the bottom of the ball and the
direction of the swing travels on target at the
moment of impact. To look at the swing in a sim-
plistic way. the body is turned to the right. the
arms are lifted and the club shaft is aimed
towards the target. From there. the body turns to
the left. the club head is swished through the ball
and the arms lift to the other side. The swing is a
turn and a lift, a turn and a lift. What you have
to bear in mind is that your whole concept of the
swing must be very much oriented towards the
clubhead.

Ultimately it doesn't matter what happens to the
arms or the legs or the feet or the knees or the shoul-
ders, so long as the clubhead travels on a suitable path
at speed through the ball. What golf teachers are
really saying when they are looking at an ortho-
dox swing is that the golfers who achieve the best
results and swing the club head in the best path
tend also to move their body and limbs a certain
way. But this does not mean that one should think
that it is necessary to move the body in the ortho-
dox way to be successful. Nor does it mean that
one should concentrate wholeheartedly on the
body and limbs with the assumption that the
club head will then describe the correct path. This
is far from correct. A useful analogy is to imagine
yourself throwing a ball underarm. If you want
to toss it to the right. you focus on the target and
direct the throw there. This in turn causes your



arm to swing in a corresponding direction. You
don't try to manipulate this; it simply responds to
your aim. Just so in golf. In order to develop a good
golf swing it is necessary to 'feel' the clubhead so
that you can swing it in the chosen path, giving it
the necessary freedom to do so by moving the
body in sympathy with it.

The first key point in the power game is
concentration on swinging the c1ubhead.

In the good golf swing emphasis is on swinging the
club head. By this stage in the swing the club head has
travelled a considerable distance from the top of the
backswing. The right shoulder, by contrast, has travelled
a relatively short distance, showing no sign of pushing
or thrusting to generate power. Correctly the arms and
club swing away from the right shoulder.

In order to make progress at the game, and to
learn by understanding rather than struggling
with superstition, it is essential to have a full
grasp of the mechanics involved in the impact
between club and ball. There are four concepts
which must stay with you throughout your golf-
ing life as your keys to correcting any faulty shot.
The first concept is simplicity itself and, rather
like riding a bicycle, once grasped is seldom lost.
Simply stated, the bottom of the club head should
brush the ground and thus meet up with the bot-

The attack on the golf ball must be seen as aU-shape
or V-shape so that the clubhead swings down into the
ball and up again with no attempt to lift it. If you ever
think of lifting the ball ask yourself, 'How do I propose
getting underneath it?'.



for added control in the backswing. Perfecting the
backswing to a solid, orthodox position is virtu-
ally synonymous with strengthening the left arm
and developing left-side control. There should be
no mystery about the backswing and there are no
short cuts to its perfection. A daily or weekly rit-
ual of swinging the club with the left arm alone
from address to the top of the backswing, holding
it a moment, and then returning it to address as
slowly as possible and as many times as possible
will groove the movement. The left arm must be
made to dominate the backswing and change of
directions at the top of the swing. It must then
learn to get out of the way and allow the right one
to generate its power quite freely.

Having reached the top of the backswing, the
player should then concentrate on attacking the
ball and swinging on through to a balance and
poised followthrough. The change of directions
at the top of the backswing is one of the most
important moments in the golf swing, and one
where all sorts of errors can creep in. In order to
explain what should happen in the change of
directions, it is now time to look at the way in
which the ball is actually attacked.

The power in the golf swing through the
impact zone is generated very largely with the

Fred Couples attacking the ball from behind himself. The
change of directions in one of the most crucial moves in
the swing.



right hand. The right hand and wrist are set into
a crucial position in the backswing, with the
right hand cocked back on itself so that the back
of the hand and the forearm form a right angle.
As the wrists cock in the backswing, with the left
arm and hand dominant, the right hand should
naturally fall into this position where the wrist is
back on itself. As far as the right hand is con-
cerned, any thoughts of the wrist cock should be
centred on this hinging back of the right hand,
not of the way, if any, in which the hand hinges
up in the direction of the thumb. Power in the
golf swing is generated by releasing the right
hand from this fully cocked-back position so that
the club head is virtually thrown at the ball. In
order to produce maximum distance the right
hand is kept cocked back on itself in the down-
swing until the moment when the hand is
released to throw the clubhead through the ball.
To this end, the start of the downswing needs to
be initiated with the left hand and left arm in
control. The right hand and right shoulder are
relatively passive in the start of the downswing,
resisting any temptation to push forwards from
the potentially powerful position they adopt at
the top of the backswing.

A vital concept in the throughswing is the rel-
ative movements of the clubhead and right
shoulder. The club head must travel from the top
of the backswing right through and then over
the left shoulder in a complete circle, while the

right shoulder merely travels round through
fifteen inches or so; emphasis must therefore
be placed on swinging the club head, using the
legs and leaving the right shoulder in a some-
what passive role as the downswing is initiated.
It is crucial to swing the left arm away from the
right shoulder. The majority of right-handed
golfers tend to thrust force into the swing
with the right side of the body so that the poten-
tial hit in the right hand and speed in the club-
head are usually dissipated before impact. Again
it is a question of blending left and right cor-
rectly and producing left-side control where
needed.

In order to obtain the correct movement of
the right hand, the player often needs to have a
feeling of hitting from the 'inside' just before
impact. If you visualize the path of the club head
as it approaches and leaves the impact zone, as
seen from above, the clubhead should be travel-
ling on a curve, approaching the club from the
inside, striking the ball and then returning again
on to the inside. If there is any tendency to force
the right shoulder and upper body into the shot,
the body will tend to turn prematurely, bringing
the club head into the ball from the outside -
which as a rule sets the player up to pull the ball

Bernhard Langer at various stages of the back and
throughswing. Notice in particular the tremendous thrust
backwards in the left leg as it firms up through impact.



Ken Brown attacking the ball 'from the inside', right
wrist cocked back ready to throw the club head out at the
ball through impact.

left of target or to start it left of target and slice it
away to the right. To encourage the correct
direction through impact it is necessary to visu-
alize the correct curve to the c1ubhead path. The
player then needs to concentrate very firmly on
making the club head travel in this path as it
approaches and leaves impact. As you attack the
ball the feeling should be of the left hand and
arm pulling down, setting the club to attack the
ball from the inside. The right hand then releases
the club head to square up the clubface at the
very moment the ball is struck. The feeling needs
to be 'Down with the left. then throw out with
the right.' The looser and freer are the hands and
wrists. the more likely you are to square up the
c1ubface at impact of even fractionally before
impact. By contrast. any tension in the hands
and wrists tends to immobilize them and thus
square up the club face fractionally late. leaving it
open at impact and producing a shot that slices
away to the right.

In order to encourage the exact direction
through impact it is helpful to have an idea of a

spot on the ground perhaps twelve or eighteen
inches ahead of the ball and to focus your atten-
tion on driving the ball out over this spot so that it
starts on target. An excellent exercise is to place a
small coin on the ground just ahead of the ball
and then to concentrate on starting the ball over
this target. preferably having someone sitting
behind you monitoring your accuracy in starting
the ball on target. Make the ball travel on target
for the first yard and your first aspect of direction
is achieved. On the other hand. an inch out in the
first fifteen is a ten-yard error at 150 yards.

As far as the mechanics of the swing are con-
cerned. the important points in attacking the
ball are to transfer the weight back from the ball
of the left foot on to the heel of the left foot and
to give the right foot and leg plenty of freedom,
enabling the right foot to spin right through on
to the tips of the toes by the end of the swing. If
the leg action is initiated correctly with a thrust
backwards into the left heel and freedom in the
right foot. the centre and lower half of the body
will turn through freely, encouraging the swing
to move on target. Any tendency towards having
the legs static either blocks the turning of the
body so that the whole shot is aimed to the right
of target. or alternatively throws power and force



into the shoulders so that the shoulders are
swung round prematurely, pulling the club head
off line quite sharply.

The key to the downswing and attack is there-
fore to keep the left arm in control, to push the
weight back on"to the left heel and to attack the
ball from the inside, hitting hard with the right
hand to square up the club face at impact.

Since the backswing is treated as purely prepara-
tory to the throughswing, it is vital to concen-
trate your attention very largely on the end of
the swing rather than the backswing. It is crucial
that you repeatedly practise the part of the swing

John Morgan showing the correct
'late hit', attacking the ball on a
curved inside path with the club head
behind the hands as it approaches
impact.



The key to the downswing and attack is there-
fore to keep the left arm in control, to push the
weight back on"to the left heel and to attack the
ball from the inside, hitting hard with the right
hand to square up the clubface at impact.



poor or mediocre results, instead of loosening up,
letting rip and giving himself a chance to do his
best. He forgets that golf is a game of imperfec-
tions. He also forgets that it isn't a physically dan-
gerous game. Errors won't result in bruises or bro-
ken limbs, black eyes of fatal injury. And yet the
golfer approaches the golf ball with far greater
trepidation than the rugby player throwing him-
self into a tackle or the racing driver attacking the
racetrack. He is nervous, afraid. The game may
not be physically punishing; it is undoubtedly psy-
chologically punishing.

One has to learn to play the game with confi-
dence. It is worth assessing your own confidence
or fear level. Is your thought more frequently "I
feel aggressively confident" or "I feel terrified and
wish I wasn't here at all"? Many golfers, even
very 'good ones, play most of their golf with a
feeling of apprehension or worry, when quite ill
founded. If one can cope with errors, fear needs
have no place in the Golfing Mind. Realistically
there is nothing to fear on the golf course. Once
free of it, the mind no longer hampers the body
in its performance.

Errors demoralize because there is no excuse.
no let-out, nothing to blame. Fear of such error
can only inhibit performance. The swing slows
down prematurely, the clubbing isn't bold
enough for fear of surrounding trees, the danger
of a bunker or lake is mentally exaggerated out
of all proportion. Nothing nasty can happen on
the golf course. The only two real disasters are
losing the ball or missing it altogether! No broken
bones; just the possibility of a shattered ego.
Every other golfer will accept your errors, feel a
certain nagging sympathy and be thankful that
each such error is not his. And yet your whole
game may be geared to fear of error and a sub-
conscious terror of having no real excuse for
your own shortcomings. Don't fight bad shots.
Ignore them. Learn to accept error, discard fears
of failing and stop searching for the excuse that
simply isn't there. Train yourself to fail- to cope
with failure - and success can then follow.

LEFT: Bernhard Langer caught off guard in a moment of
failure!

Appreciate that bad shots for most golfers
really don't matter or shouldn't matter. Losing a
game doesn't change your world. Don't put your-
self under unnecessary pressures that need not
exist. Win a major championship and it may
change your life; win more money that you can
afford to be without and it matters. But why
adopt such pressures and fear of failing in any
other situation? Certainly you must learn to play
under pressure when it is really there. But think
rationally about what really depends on your
success. If you lose, or rather don't win, a cham-
pionship, you are really only in the same position
you were in before you played in it. Why fear
that? Search your pride and don't look to golf as
the ego booster it can rarely ever be. Say to your-
self at times of failure that life still goes on in the
same way as before. Your house will still be
standing, the grass will still need cutting and the
dog exercising; your wife and children will still
love you - even if you are a failure with a 5 iron.
It doesn't really matter. And once it doesn't
really matter to an unrealistic degree the burden
of fear is lifted. Then, and only then, can you
really succeed.

There are two different aspects of the game to
conquer. The first is the superficial game that
your fellow competitors and spectators see. To
them, your performance at the game is largely a
question of your ability to manoeuvre the ball
around the golf course. All they can see and
evaluate is the length and straightness of your
drive, the accuracy of your short game and the
ultimate score that is entered on a card. This is
how in part they will see you and how they will
judge you as a golfer. But if your golfing mind is
finely tuned, with unrelenting concentration and
unflappable composure, they will in turn ignore
your errors just as you do.

For yourself, there is another completely dif-
ferent aspect of the game; the one that is going
on in your own mind. This is the real challenge
and the one that can be conquered. The satisfac-



tion you achieve with any given round of golf
does not really depend on your performance at
the superficial game. Many a time a player can
produce a good score without being inwardly
satisfied. On another occasion the player's out-
ward performance may not be exceptional but
the composure and satisfaction he derives from
mastering his own mental approach is far higher.
Once the player learns to master the mental
aspects of the game, he learns to see the superfi-

cial side of his performance in a more carefree
and detached manner. This in turn leads to a bet-
ter, less-pressured use of his other golfing skills
and new levels of performance.

The golfing mind can be wildly destructive or
productive almost within the same moment if
left to its own devices. Harness The Golfing Mind
and the game takes on a whole new dimension -
fresh challenges, fewer excuses and, above all,
greater satisfaction in the game itself.



Preparing for the swing, arms hanging relaxed, right
shoulder and elbow naturally dropped below the left,
left foot turned out a little, knees knocked in.



Good posture, with backside out, hips up, gives the left
leg space to work correctly through impact, producing
firmness and stability.
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